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OSC - On the Line
OSC Organization Structure

Overview of OSC Contracting

OSC Contracting Structure

- Ammo Contracting Division
- Chem Demil Contracting Division
- FSC Contracting Division
- Contracting Support Division

Issues
HQ, OSC Organization Structure

Command Group

Legal Office

CG, Field Support Command and Deputy CG for Operations

Major Functions
- Theater Desks
- Logistics Asst Prog (LAP) Mgt
- LSE Planning
- LOGCAP/contingency contracting
- Emergency Operations Center
- Mobilization and operational planning
- Force Protection and Intelligence

Reporting Activities:
- AMC Forwards
- FSC
  - APS Program
  - Combat Equipment Groups

Deputy for Munitions and Armaments

Major Functions
- Requirements Determination
- Security Assistance
- Asset Management
- Production and Contracts Management

Reporting Activities:
- Crane AAA
  - Holston AAP
  - Radford AAP
  - Letterkenny Munitions Ctr
- McAlester AAP
  - Iowa AAP
  - Lake City AAP
  - Lone Star AAP
  - Red River Munitions Ctr
- Tooele AD
  - Hawthorne AD
  - Sierra AD
- Blue Grass AD
  - Anniston Munitions Ctr
- Rock Island Arsenal
- Watervliet Arsenal
- Defense Ammo Center

Deputy for Corporate Management

Major Functions
- Resources and Programs
- Corporate Information
- Corporate Communications
- Infrastructure Management
- Human Resources and Employee Wellness
- Inspector General
- Internal Review/Audit Compliance
- Equal Employment Opportunity
- Strategic Planning
- Principal Assistant Responsible for Contracting / Director, Corporate Contracting
- Distribution and Transportation
Overview of OSC Contracting

Mission: Provide OSC contracting support to obtain timely, high quality supplies and services in support of war fighter/customer mission requirements

What We Do (HCA Responsibilities):
- Acquisition of Conventional Ammunition for All DoD & Non-DoD Customers
- War Reserve & Global Contingency Contracting
- LOGCAP Contract
- Arsenal & Installation Base Operations Contracting >$100k
- Chemical Munitions Demilitarization Contracting
- ACO Functions for GOCO & Chem Demil Plants

What We Manage (More HCA Responsibilities):
- GOCO Contracting Operations (AAPs & Chem Demil Plants)
- Complex Major Acquisitions Cradle to Grave
- OSC Contingency Contracting Support
- Simplified Acquisition Oversight for Installations
- Credit Card Program Execution
- CP-14 Contracting Career Field (220+ personnel)

The Magnitude:
- $2.4B Annual Obligations
- 4200+ Actions
- 2000+ Contracts (Value: $28B) & 550+ Prime Contractors
- 74 OSC Activities at 40 Locations Worldwide
- 8,200 Contractor Employees
OSC Contracting Structure

✓ Personnel
  ➢ 223 Civilians Authorized / 218 on-board
  ▫ 7 Military Authorized / 5 On-board
  ▫ 11 Interns (6 AMC & 5 Local)
  ▫ 2 ACE Interns

✓ Organized into 4 Divisions
  ▫ 3 Buying
  ▫ 1 Support
OSC Contracting Structure

Ammo & Installation Contracting Division

✓ 116 Authorized/113 On-board
✓ Organized into 5 Branches
  ▢ 4 Ammo (58 Authorized)
  ▢ 1 Installation Support (55 Authorized)
OSC Contracting Structure

Chemical Demilitarization and PM ARM Division

- 49 Authorized/43 On-board
- Organized into 2 Branches
  - Branch A - 11 Employees On-site + 4 Site-located ACO Staffs (3-4/Site)
  - Branch B - 12 Employees On-site + 2 Site-located ACO Staffs (3-4/Site)
- Missions include Chem Demil, 2.75” Rocket Program
- All positions are 100% Reimbursable by Customers
OSC Contracting Structure

FSC Contracting Division

- 17 Authorized / 17 On-board
  - 6 Mil, 11 Civ
  - Augmented by 3 Interns and 1 RC
- Organized into 2 Teams
  - Ops (LOGCAP, Contingency Contracting, AMC Fwd Contracting Spt)
  - APS (CEG-A, APS-5, Watercraft COSIS, AWRDS-ABS Contracts)
OSC Contracting Structure

Contracting Support Division

- 43 Authorized / 41 On-board
- Organized into 3 Branches
  - Policy
  - Systems
  - Financial Services
- Provide support in Admin, Interns, PADDS/SPS/CCSS, Pricing, Policy
Issues

✓ OSC Reorganization
  ▪ Split into JMC and AFSC
  ▪ Up to 42 Spaces

✓ Ground Systems Industrial Enterprise (GSIE) transfer
  ▪ 18 Spaces

✓ PM ARM transfer

✓ Rand Study – Privatization of GOCOs

✓ FSC Contracting Workload

✓ IMA/ACA?